Working closely with you,
we can create the perfect
space for any business
environment.

Feel free to visit and have a cup of
coffee and meet with one of our
consultants to discuss your project.

Jarman Office Furniture is a national supplier of office furniture in
South Africa since 1996 and are market leaders when it comes to
offering space planning and support for businesses from filing
surveys to bulk filing solutions. We are well known for supplying
furniture for all business environments and our wide ranges are
great sources of furniture for restaurants, pause areas, clinics,
new businesses, canteens, club houses, conference and
training venues.
We specialise in task chairs for offices, general business office
furniture, call centre furniture, collaborative furniture ranges,
designer and bespoke ranges and space planning on CAD. We
also specialise in open plan work stations and ergonomic office
furniture and supply a wide range of hospitality and
educational furniture.

We have the widest range of beautifully
designed and manufactured furniture to meet
your requirements. Our showroom in Durban
is an energising, vibrant space which
showcases some of our ranges.
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Service is our difference.

Jarman Office Furniture has a team of professionals that
specialises in office design and furniture. Every business is
structured and operates in its own unique way and our job is to
understand your needs and design a custom solution to suit you.
It is imperative for your project’s
success that the professionals
working on your project not only
communicate, but also
understand each other. Through
knowledge and experience we
have with Designers, Architects,
Quantity Surveyors and Electrical
Engineers and Project Managers,
you can be assured that your
evolving workplace is able to
prepare for the changing needs of
an increasing milennial workforce.

Our team of experienced interior designers and furniture and
product specialists understand the importance of a well-designed,
ergonomic office which allows for continual flow of work, and
communication and an increase in productivity.
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Our aim is to create a functional office
environment that enhances your
company’s function and operation.

In our industry the only way to build
a truly good reputation, is by
supplying great quality products
backed up with outstanding service.
This is the foundation of our
business and the sole reason that
we have built good and lasting
relationships with clients, architects
and designers alike. Our factory
can manufacture custom designed
furniture based on the solution
designed for our clients in the style,
finish and size determined and
proposed following our detailed
consultation.

we supply ergonomic
quality furniture that
outlasts its guarantees
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We have experience with Green star rated office projects where
specifying Green friendly products is critical. This applies not only
to finishes but also affects the office space plan, lighting, window
blinds and air conditioners. Jarman Office Furniture also has a
range of furniture and finishes available in Eco friendly materials.

eco design and green offices have
become increasingly popular

This is the foundation and most
vital aspect of your future office!
Our job is to understand the
dynamics of your business and to
then translate your brief into a
functional solution that will benefit
your company.

we will offer a
design solution
that will ensure a
functional,
comfortable and
aesthetically
pleasing working
environment

We believe that filing and storage requirements determine
workstation design and configurations. Jarman Office Furniture will
perform a filing survey based on the existing filing. This will ensure
that the correct filing solutions are offered to accommodate the
existing filing as well as allowing for expansion based on the
percentage required and future growth requirements. Based on the
filing survey, we are able to recommend the most efficient means of
filing to ensure the filing space and floor space is maximized to its
full potential.

New furniture and filing systems are rarely used to their full
potential, unless your staff are shown how to use these products
effectively. We hold short post installation training sessions with
your staff, so that they can get the most out of the solution we have
supplied. Sessions include Office Ergonomics 101 as well as
product training.
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Healthy and happy staff are
productive staff.
Good ergonomics do much more
than simply promote comfort and
reduce injury risks. Good
ergonomics increases productivity
and employee morale. They reduce
costs and contribute to company
goals. Good ergonomics impacts
the bottom line. The largest and
most important asset of any
organisation is its employees. In
addition to protecting that asset, a
good ergonomics program is the
best way to maximize its potential.
The results are not only significant,
they are substantial.

we have a passion
for office ergonomics,
because we
understand the long
term effect that it has
on your health and
well-being
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We offer a range of modular power units that allows you to network
power to the end user. This eliminates the need for additional fixed
power sockets in the building, whilst providing cable management
solutions and flexibility. We are able to work hand-in-hand with
electrical engineers and contractors, specifying the correct
customised solutions to the individual workstations. Integrated into
the design of the desks, the proposed power solutions will ensure
minimal exposure of cables, resulting in a neat, tidy, flexible and
efficient work station.

Jarman Office Furniture prides
itself on after- sales service. If any
repairs or servicing are required for
any of the furniture, our service
teams will ensure all is rectified to
minimize any inconvenience to the
client. We have successfully
supplied furniture to all major cities
in South Africa. We have recently
supplied Game Mozambique
(Mass Stores) and in previous
years Seychelles Petroleum. We
have teams available who can
install our furniture in any African
country.

Humanscale products are internationally renowned for quality and
guarantees and have won 150 Design awards since 2007. Jarman
Office Furniture offers the full range of Human Scale products.
Humanscale is the premier designer and manufacturer of ergonomic
products that improve health and comfort at work. Visit our
showroom to experience Humanscale.

we are one of humanscale’s
preferred suppliers in South Africa
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Ergonomic solutions for all kinds of
businesses, companies, and
institutions.

First impressions count.
Working with architects, designers, project managers or
management teams we create environments that reflect the latest
space utilisation efficiencies and collaborative techniques.
Businesses are no longer just desks and chairs, but rather network
and connectivity spaces encouraging group and departmental
interaction and supported by the latest technology.
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This beautifully renovated historical building required functional
clean lines and bold use of colour. Our Euro Range provided the
perfect solution for this installation. We provided seating, desking
and storage.

Another project with interior designer Andrew Home which involved
moving the client from the Durban city centre to Umhlanga
Ridgeside. We were extensively involved with providing bulk filing
systems and all the new furniture for the building, from Executive
desking and boardrooms, to all of the office desking and outside
pause areas and recreational areas.
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We worked with EPA again and Bruce Fyfe and Associates on this
exciting project to create luxurious office interiors. Using our Logo
range of executive desking and boardroom tables, we provided a
sophisticated interior space that met the designer’s brief and client’s
exact requirements.

Working with the EPA Architects interiors team we used our Euro
Range to provide all the open plan desking, filing and also meeting
and collaboration zones.
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Form follows function.

We successfully moved this client to Umhlanga Ridgeside using
our Euro Range and also provided meeting, boardroom and
reception furniture. Then, Cape Town’s turn came and we
successfully installed over 110 workstations including desking,
seating, pause and collaboration zones. The end result is a polished
vibrant and energising interior that portrays the company ethos
very effectively.

Clean lines and simple finishes of the Euro range created an
effective functional working environment that satisfied the space
planning requirements and limited amount of space available. The
end result is an ergonomic success with staff happy in their new home.
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Sustainability of both design and materials
is at the heart of what we do.

An exciting project, including moving this client into their new
building at Ridgeside Umhlanga Rocks Durban. Working with
interior designer Andrew Home, we provided the most beautiful and
dynamic boardroom space with state of the art seating and luxury
collaboration zones.

Carmen from Disturbance was appointed to handle a fresh new
look for Varsity College campuses nationwide. The Midrand
campus in Johannesburg is where the roll-out took place and we
provided desking screens, storage, lecture room desks and seating,
and extensive collaboration zone furniture, including reception and
café area furniture.
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Over 20 years in the office furniture industry. Experience with
big projects including flow management, product specification
and filing specialist.

Jarman Office Furniture has grown steadily over the past
few years and has earned a reputation for quality, service
excellence and attention to detail. Many leading architects
and designers specify our vast range of office and
hospitality furniture, with the knowledge that their clients
are in good hands.
The Jarman Office Furniture team is passionate,
dedicated and everyone understands that keeping our
clients happy is key to our success.

Sales and Design Manager
16 years experience - Bachelor of
Technology in Interior Design.
Experienced in large projects.

Sales Consultant and
Marketing Manager
Experienced in corporate clients, new
business and working with designers and
architects.

Senior Sales Consultant

Sales and Design Consultant

Experienced in large projects and
corporate clients, architects, property
consultants and designers.

Diploma in Interior Design. Experienced
in corporate clients and new business,
and working with designers and architects.

Design Consultant

General Manager

Operations and Admin

Reception and Admin

Works closely with sales team to present
2-D and 3-D presentations to clients
- Diploma in Interior Design.

Key Admin and Accounts management
person and company financial liason.

Liases with factories, transport companies,
service teams and clients to ensure
timeous deliveries. Sales support.

Diploma in Marketing Management.
Admin and Operations support.
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Service is our difference and we pride ourselves on installing new
installations quickly and efficiently. Our experienced team quickly
and efficiently places and installs your new furniture according to
plan and ensures that everything is functional, clean and in the
right position.
Having a great service team has been an integral key to our
success. Our professional team has years of experience in office
furniture installations and service calls. Having a hard working,
skilled and committed team gives you peace of mind, that no job is
too big for our team to handle.
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Ergosystem: From the word
“ergonomics” (efficiency in
the workplace).

Ergosystem products are displayed
in our Jarman Office Furniture
showroom.
As an associated group of specialist
walling companies, we provide a
variety of wall dividers, desking
screens for office furniture, privacy
panels, demountable partitions
and a host of cladding or partitioning
substrates.
Our products are designed, sourced
and assembled in a way that makes
each and every solution
personalised, yet addressing the
form, function and aesthetic
requirement from both designer
and client.
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Reception Area Canteens

Home Theatres

Offices partitions & Screens

Man Caves

Collaborative Areas

Kitchen Splashbacks

Washroom Vanities
& Bathrooms

Headboards Acoustic
Treatments

Lift Foyers

Stackaway Doors

Hotel Rooms modular Furniture

Brand Store Shopfronts

Passage & Column Cladding

Passage & Column Cladding

Acoustic Treatments

Food Court Toilet Cubicles

Washroom Vanities & Bathrooms

Lift Cladding

Fabritrak is a sound reducing stretch Acoustic Solution using PVC
tracks, over which fabric is stretched and lined with Acoustic
material. Because it is installed on site, the system can be “fine
tuned” to the performance of the room to achieve the acoustical
balance required - either reflective or absorptive.

The use of wall and ceiling baffles can improve the acoustics in
corporate environments by absorbing “noise”. The creative use of
panels can add to the aesthetics at the same time.
Wovin Wall is a modular system which can be extended in any
direction to suit most spaces. For interiors which change frequently
(such as exhibition and retail spaces), the modular nature of the
Wovin Wall product, and its derivatives - Wave Wall and Ripple Wall
- are the perfect medium to reflect new color schemes, product
launches or seasonal changes.
Wovin Wall is available in an oval or standard tile, in a wide variety
of standard finishes such as 3form C3 Color, wood veneer,
polyresin, laminate, anodized alumium and HPL laminate.

understanding how to control sound to
optimise environment’s acoustics is acoustic
walling solution’s domain
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Ergo 50 is a robust, fully relocatable
demountable partitioning system. It
can be used as both a full height or
low level system. It has fully
integrated power, voice and data
capabilities. panels are 50mm thick
and are constructed with an
aluminium framework encasing
either MDF (medium density fibre)
or fibre cement boards. The system
caters for both single and double
glazing and can accommodate
integral venetian blinds.

ergosystems flexible
walling solutions is a
specialist walling
company, offering
solutions for walls,
screens, partitions
and cladding
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Horizon slimline system is ideally suited as low level office based
partitioning/screening. The fully relocatable screens are quickly and
easily installed and configured, due to the simplistic system design
and minimal componentry. The 23mm thick system is totally
modular and has a stacking option whereby additional height can
be created in strategic areas.an blinds.

Frameless Toilet Cubicles and Urinal Screens are uniquely different,
beautiful, seamless and hygenic. A step forward embracing
unconventional materials and frameless elegance.

Sustainable, modular and bespoke.

SiDio is a single and double glazed system which compensates for
both ceiling and floor unevenness. The elegant, low profile system
is used in executive offices, meeting rooms, terminals and canteens.

Kubik is a unique modular wall and cladding system which is ideal for
retrofit - transforming any interior into a totally new environment
within hours. It is ideal as partitioning and is especially effective
when used with translucent materials and backlighting. The PL
Lightbox is a 50mm slim modular wall lightbox.

Mofex is a quality, affordable, modular, pre-engineered,
customisable component clip-on system. Accurate and precise, it is
manufactured offsite and installed fast with no mess, no stress and
no surprises! Existing walls do not need any preparation or special
construction. Pre-manufactured panels in a variety of finishes are
simply clipped-on or off. Metal spacers allow for surface mounted
conduits, pipes and electrical cables to be easily concealed.

Slatwall is a wire and timber based privacy system. It is re-useable
and height adjustable. Slatwall can be used straight or curved (even
s-curved). This product looks great and is very versatile.
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Visit Jarman Office Furniture to view
most of Ergosystem products.

Frameless Assemblies offers
internal sliding and pivoting
requirements, folding stacking
systems, balustrades, as well as
shower and toilet cubicles.
Applications extend across the full
spectrum: hospitality, retail,
commercial, corporate and even
top-end residential.

when transparency is
the name of the game
look no further than
the specialist glazing
and perspex/ resin
experts at translucent
walling solutions
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Stackaway doors are innovative folding sliding doors which open up
extremely wide spaces. These doors have multible panels which
fold upon one another when opened, all stacking away neatly and
compactly. They slide open with an almost effortless gliding option.
Looking is with simultaneous top and bottom fluch-bolt mechanism.

Kaynemaile is a strikingly beautiful unique, seamless polycarbonate
mesh which is lightweight, durable and versatile. It is ideal for
privacy/spatial dividers in the hospitality, retail and even corporate
environments and can even be used as building cladding.

